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VPRO FOAM 
MASKING TAPE
PERFECT FOAM DENSITY

Unspoilt adhesive

Easy unwinding

More product

THANKS TO THE V SHAPE 
YOU WILL GET:

This innovative high-quality foam comes with an unspoilt adhesive, which when applied to the vehicle allows for better 
adhering. Furthermore, the new adhesive formula will not leave glue residue when it is  removed from the vehicle. The 13 
mm and 19 mm VPRO box is larger by design  not only to accommodate the 50m (164 ft.) and 35m (114,8 ft.) of product, but 
to improve its functionality. Our new unwinding system improves the work process and eliminates the risk of ripping the foam. 

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS:

Virgin/unused adhesive.
Soft dispensing, easy to pull.
Innovative and high quality product.
Bigger box with more product.
Excellent functionality.
No danger of ripping the foam.
High quality adhesive which does 
not leave any residue.

More volume in the  foam that allows to 
cover bigger spaces.
Perfect density foam. 
No material loss; 10% or 5/6 meters 
saving in every roll of foam masking tape.
Improved dispensing efficiency in the 
working process thanks to its easier and 
faster unwinding.

Ref. 106685 Ref. 106680
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PERFECT LINE
PERFECT EDGE FINISH

25 metres
Made of two types of foam:

Polypropylene

Polyethylene

PERFECT LINE high density foam masking tape is made 
of two foam types: polypropylene and polyethylene. Due to 
the flat design and consistent adhesive of the semi-rigid 
foam, it can be placed on edges quickly and easily. When 
PERFECT LINE is attached to the edge of a surface it 
keeps paint from going into jambs, and it creates a 90º 
paint edge almost imperceptible to the eye. PERFECT 
LINE leaves no glue residue behind like other competitive 
product. 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Easy placement.
Perfect edge finish (almost imperceptible).
Protective paper on glue edge.
25 m long roll (82.02 ft.). 

PERFECT LINE
Perfect edge finish

106730

PERFECT LINE high density foam masking tape is made 
of two foam types: polypropylene and polyethylene. Due 
to the flat design and consistent adhesive of the semi-
rigid foam, it can be placed on edges quickly and easily. 
When PERFECT LINE is attached to the edge of a surface 
it keeps paint from going into jambs, and it creates a 90 

25 metres
Made of two types of foam: 

1  Polypropylene  
2  Polyethylene

Ref. 106730


